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OUTLINE OF THE PRESENTATION

1. The ‘divide’ 

2. Preparing learners for the future 
workplace

3. Improving employability

4. Infuse and focus on skills 
development

5. Understanding the implications for 
the classroom



WORLD OF SCHOOL VS WORLD OF WORK

SCHOOL WORK



WORKPLACE EXPECTATIONS

South Africa is directly affected by global and
national trends such as globalisation,
advancement in technology, climate change etc.

• Learn new skills (Competitive and relevant)

• Demand for candidates who take initiative has
increased by 300% since 2010.

• Adaptability

• Resilience (grit)
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WHY GLOBAL COMPETENCE?

• To live harmoniously in multicultural 
societies

• To thrive in a changing labour market

• To use media platforms effectively 
and responsibly

• To support the Sustainable 

Development Goals





TO COMPETE IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY……..

What was sufficient in the past……….

Revisit CAPS page 5 bullet (d)

• Communicator ?

• Creator ?

• Critical thinker?

• Collaborator?

21st century, citizenship requires specific levels of 
information

Technological literacy that goes far beyond the basic 
knowledge 7



TOP  SKILLS IN JOB LISTINGS

• Teamwork   

- In person

- Virtual

• Ability to manage others

Requires social and emotional intelligence to  

control and adapt emotion and behaviour in a 

team   environment

• Cooperative Collaboration (Cooperative =Mutual 

benefit + Collaboration=Shared goal)

• Communication: Interact and build relationships



A successful candidate must be able to:

- Collaborate

- Communicate

- Solve problems

• Skills developed through ‘social and emotional learning’. 

• Traditional skills together with strong ‘social and emotional skills’ are 

required to survive in the evolving digital economy.

Digital technology: Changes the way how people work together in

a team

- Interactive portals

- Social networking

- Open source collaboration – A customer designs his own tour

from portals selected from around the globe



PREPARING LEARNERS FOR THE FUTURE 
WORKPLACE 
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4th

Industrial 
Revolution

Changing 
World

21st Century 
Skills

• collaboration

• communication

• critical thinking

• creativity

• 21ST Century 

content and 

themes

• Life skills

• Academic skills
Literacies 

• Character 

traits 



1IR
Rural to 
Urban 

societies

Steam 
Engines

1800s

2IR
Electricity

Telephone

Lightbulb

First Cars

Late 1800s+

3IR
Computers

Electronics

Robotics

1980s 
onwards

4IR
Builds on the

3rd

Internet

AI, Biotech, 
IoT

THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION



‘INTERNET OF THINGS’ AND ‘BIG DATA’ 

• Google dominates the travel sphere

• Apps: Hotel finder/Flight search

• Social media – Quick response

• On-site experience

• Travel review websites

• Digital travel marketing

• Can Social Media contribute to 
responsible Tourism? 



SOURCE OF INSPIRATION FOR TRAVEL
10 years  ago

62%

61%

39%

30%

25%

17%

9%

9%

Family and Friends

Internet

Television

Magazines / Newspapers

Informational Brochures

Books

Travel Agents

Radio



SOURCE OF INSPIRATION FOR TRAVEL  

69%

57%

56%

43%

30%

24%

18%

Travel review websites

On-line Travel Agencies

Travel Operator sites

Family and Friends

Magazines and Brochures

Social Media

Travel Agency -(In-Store)



Global competence and 21st

Century Skills = Growth Mind set

Competence is defined as:

‘‘The developmental capacity to interactively
mobilize and ethically use information, data,
knowledge, skills, values, attitudes, and
technology to engage effectively and act
across diverse 21st century contexts to attain
individual, collective, and global good.’’



A Growth Mind Set

• Global competence 

• 21st Century Skills 
• Entrepreneurial thinking

• Soft Skills



A GROWTH MINDSET = GRIT

1. Personal resilience

2. Ability to cope

3. Ability to adapt to change



721ST CENTURY SKILLS 

4 
C’s

Critical 
Thinking and 

Problem 
solving

Communica-
tion

Collaboration

Creativity 

Innovation



SOFT SKILLS AND 
CAREER PROGRESS



Hard Skills: 

Left Brain

• Teaching ability eg. Setting a task

• Can be measured

Soft Skills: 

Right Brain – emotional centre

• Patience

• Relationships-effective communication

HARD SKILLS  vs SOFT SKILLS



SOFT SKILLS FOR SUCCESS

5 Essential Skills

• Empathy 

• Emotional intelligence

• Teamwork

• Stress / Time Management

• Problem solving

• Strategy/ Innovation



SELF MANAGEMENT SKILLS

• Growth Mind Set

• Self-awareness

• Emotion regulation

• Self-confidence

• Stress management

• Resilience

• Skills to ‘forgive and forget’

• Persistence and perseverance

• Patience

• Perceptiveness



ENTREPRENEURSHIP
• Entrepreneurs shape the future

• Jobs once considered vocational are now high tech.

• Foster entrepreneurial competencies

• Start in your classroom

Change to Classroom reality?



SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS



7. ENTREPRENEURIAL MIND SET

- Requires a combination of intelligence and creativity

- Ability to evaluate multiple ideas to determine a true opportunity

- Mental toughness to develop something from nothing

- Smart risks

- Strength to thrive during uncertainty

- Bounce back from failure

- Social Entrepreneurship

- Advanced knowledge economies thrive



LINK CONTENT WITH 
ENTREPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Tourism subject content that 
supports  Entrepreneurship

• Tourism Sectors

• Tourism attractions

• Culture and Heritage

• Communication and 
Customer service

Entrepreneurship
Opportunities

• Tourism products and 
Services owners

• Tour guide

• Curio shop owner

• Transport services 
operator

• B+B  / Guest house owners

• Food and Beverage 
Establishment owners

• Tourist attraction guides

• Events Manager

• Fair Trade Lawyer

• Biodiversity Manager



“I’m calling on our nation’s governors 
and state education chiefs to develop 
standards and assessments that don’t 
simply measure whether students can 
fill in a bubble on a test, but whether 
they possess 21st century skills like 
problem-solving and critical thinking 
and entrepreneurship and creativity.”

President Barack Obama



KEEP IN MIND….

A changing workforce creates a critical need 
for innovation

“A learner needs critical thinking and 
problem-solving skills to meet the challenges 
of adapting to the world of work.”

Employees require effective critical thinking 
to…

• Improve service to customers

• Develop better products

• Continuously improve within an ever-
changing global economy
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FLOWING FROM MY CLASSROOM…

• Learning and innovation: critical 
thinking, problem solving, creativity 
and innovation

• Digital literacy: information, media 
and technology literacy

• Life and career: initiative and self-
direction, leadership, adaptability 
and accountability
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In addition to content…………….

• Value the importance of specific skills 
that are required

• Improve the employability of school 
leavers by linking with industry

• Awareness of ‘entrepreneurial 
opportunities’ to strengthen economic 
development 

• Daily media  rich teaching



FURTHER……….

• Communication Skills

• Entrepreneurial Skills
• Values

• Indigenous knowledge
• New current  careers

• Scarce Skills



A GREAT TEACHER
Leadership qualities

• Strong work ethic

• Positive attitude

• Self confidence

• Time management

• Accept and learn from criticism

• Communication

• Teamwork

• Problem solving

• Social intelligence

• Emotional intelligence

• Cultural competence



A GREAT TEACHER

• Engaging personality

• Creative teaching style

• Clear objectives for every lesson

• Effective discipline skills

• Good classroom management skills

• Strong communication skills

• High expectations

• Knowledge of the Curriculum

• Keen to learn more about new subject 
matter



CAREERS - SCARCE SKILLS?
A scarce skill is a qualification or job for which there are too 
few people in South Africa doing the job. Government 
would like to set South Africa on a winning economic 
pathway, by developing the skills of our people and 
assisting people to find employment more easily. Studying 
for a scarce skill would not only mean helping your 
country, but also helping yourself!

Example

• Tourism teacher

• General Managers 

• Specialist Managers

• ICT Managers

• Events, Hospitality, Retail and Service Managers



PRACTICAL SKILLS       SERVICE DELIVERY 36

Service 
Excellence

Teamwork

Critical 
thinking

Communi-

cation 

Hard work 

Persistence

Creativity



Don't get left on the shelf .........         

Brush up on those  skills !



CONCLUSION



Website: www.education.gov.za

Call Centre: 0800 202 933 | callcentre@dbe.gov.za

Twitter: @DBE_SA | Facebook: DBE SA

THANK YOU


